DIY double blinds
install guide
Thanks for choosing Urban Curtains +
Blinds for your new blinds. To help you out
we have created this easy to follow install
guide.

For each double blind, you would have
received a set of brackets that look like this
if you have our standard system, or will be
more ‘bubble shaped’ if you have selected
our Ultra Glide system. These need to be
screwed into the top of your window frame,
hard up against each side, ideally 10mm set
back from the front edge.
The bracket on the left in
the image is for the pin
end of the blind. The
other bracket with the
tongue is for the chain
winder end of the blind.
Once both brackets are in place you are
ready to fit the blind. This step can be easier
with 2 people.
Start with the bottom blind (generally the
sunscreen). Place the chain/motor side of the
blind up first by sliding the tongue of the
bracket into the chain winder/motor. Then
move to the other side of the blind, the pin end
should just slide into the groove and then
“click” into the hole.
This end of the blind contains a pin that can
be extended or concealed by turning the
wheel. Concealing the pin can help during
installation if the fit is tight.

If the blind does not reach,
you can turn the wheel the
opposite way to extend
the pin out further, and
again for a second time if
needed. This is handy if
there has been a slight
mismeasure.
IMPORTANT
Please make sure the blind is not wound
down lower than the drop measurement and
that the fabric is still wrapped around the top
tube. Going beyond this will damage the
blind and void the warranty.

We have also supplied a
child safe tensioner for the
chain. Place the chain in
the hook and then pull the
hook down so the chain
can move easily but stays
secure. Screw the chain
tensioner into place.
Repeat these steps for the second blind, this is
generally the front blockout blind.
Done! You can now start enjoying your new
blinds. Please remember if you get stuck or have
any questions - give us a call.

Thanks,
From the team at
Urban Curtains + Blinds
www.urbanblinds.co.nz
PH: 027 37 67 240
EMAIL: hello@urbanblinds.co.nz

